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 White  Almond

 White  AlmondBronze Black

High-performance Low E Glass
3/4" insulated glass sealed with Duralite® warm-edge
spacer system
Durable metal cam low-profile lock with metal keeper:
two locks per sash standard on all 2'7" and wider
Multi-chambered frame increases structural rigidity and
thermal performance
Stainless steel constant force balance system ensures
quiet, trouble free sash operation
Double Wall glazing towers
Reinforced, overlapping & interlocking meeting rail 
 provides metal surface for locking hardware mounting
screws, prevents sagging and improves weather resistance
Tilt-in sash for easy cleaning 
Exterior Glaze frame

STANDARD DESIGN FEATURES:

Argon Gas 
DP-50 impact resistance package
Custom Grille patterns - Simulated Divided Lite (SDL)
or Grille-Between-the-Glass (GBG)
Integral nail fin, box frame & flange option
Dual weatherstrip for superior air and water infiltration
resistance
Continuous head & sill
Full or half-radius
Multi-lite window configurations using a single frame

OPTIONAL FEATURES:

Our 8500 series classic Single Hung Window allows for several
aesthetic combinations creating unique, beautiful features to
newly built or remodeled homes. 

This reliable window is made with MikronBlend® vinyl using
the Duralite® warm-edge spacer system. MikronBlend® has
been tested in the harshest environments and provides color
fastness and UV protection required in Southern climates.  

The Renaissance Single Hung high-performance window meets
or exceeds industry standards and the strict thermal and
structural Florida building code requirements.  It utilizes a
fixed top sash and operable/tilt bottom sash designed for
easy maintenance, energy efficiency, and trouble free
operation.

Duralite® Spacer

 INTERIOR COLOR OPTIONS

HIGH STRENGTH TO MEET CRITICAL SPECIFICATIONS
FL 31123 - PERFORMANCE

 EXTERIOR COLOR OPTIONS

 GBG

 SDL



3/4" Low E insulated glass
sealed with Duralite® warm-
edge spacer system
Extruded vinyl that resists
chipping, pitting, or flaking with
virtually no maintenance
Durable low profile metal cam
lock with metal keeper: two
locks per sash standard on all
2'8" and wider
Interlocking upper & lower sash
guards against weather
elements for increased energy
efficiency

DESIGN FEATURES:
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